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Introduction
Landscape fires are frequent across much of Asia and Australia, and EO satellites are vital to assessing their terrestrial and atmospheric impacts in this globally important biomass burning region (e.g. Williams et al., 1998; Wooster et al., 2012; Li et al., 2016) . Many fires in Asia are associated with agricultural residue burning and/or tropical forest degradation and deforestation, and are often individually small and so quite difficult to detect via moderate spatial resolution burned area mapping approaches. Active fire products offer improved sensitivity to such 'small' fires (Roy et al., 2008) , though the typically short-lived nature of agriculgtural residue burning fires still poses a challenge, and such observations can be accompanied by retrievals of a fires radiative power (FRP) output that relates directly to its fuel consumption and smoke emission (e.g. Wooster et al., 2005) . Here we develop for the first time a new very high temporal resolution capability for active fire detection and FRP characterisation over Asia and Australia, using the first of a new generation of geostationary Earth imaging satellites -Himawari-8 (Bessho et al., 2016; Kurihara et al., 2016; JMA, 2014) , which will be followed by the Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite-R Series (GOES-R) over the America's and by Meteosat Third Generation (MTG) over Africa and Europe. We demonstrate the significant advantages of this new technology for active fire characterisation and FRP assessment, evaluating performances against near-simultaneously acquired MODIS active fire data available a few times per day over the same regions.
Geostationary active fire detection has previously been provided over Asia and Australia using the Japanese Multifunctional Transport Satellite (MTSAT) imager and the Korean Communication, Ocean and Meteorological Satellite (COMS) (Zhang et al., 2012) , though FRP assessment has typically not been available. Himawari-8 offers potential for much improved performance due to its enhanced sensor characteristics, and we use an adaptation of the geostationary Fire Thermal Anomaly (FTA) algorithm of Wooster et al. (2015) to provide this capability, applying the same FTA algorithm to data from MTSAT and the Chinese FengYun-2 (FY-2) geostationary satellite for comparison. We compare results from each system to those from MODIS, and briefly explore the landscape fire characteristics of a variety of key biomes in Asia and Australia using these new active fire data, pointing the way to what the forthcoming GOES-R system in particular should deliver over the Americas from 2017.
2. Asian and Australian fire activities and the potential of geostationary data Fires in Asia and Australia appear responsible for around a quarter to a third of annual global burned area (Giglio et al., 2006; Van der Werf et al., 2010) , resulting from e.g. annual savannah and forest fires in Australia (Stephenson et al., 2013) , the burning of agricultural residues across much of Asia (e.g. Zhang et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2015 and Li et al., 2016) , and fires in drained peatlands and often already degraded forests in SE Asia that show particular activity peaks during El Niño-related droughts (Van der Werf et al., 2004; Van der Werf et al., 2010; Huijnen et al., 2016) . This fire activity affects landcover and terrestrial ecosystem functioning, contributes significantly to modification of the regional atmosphere, and can impact concentrations of atmospheric greenhouse gases in globally significant ways (Bowman, 2000; Johnston et al., 2011; Reid et al., 2013; Huijnen et al., 2016) .
Landscape fires are highly dynamic, often changing their nature in a matter of minutes and typically showing very strong diurnal cycles (Giglio, 2007; Roberts et al., 2009a) . Such details can only be directly revealed from geostationary satellites, which provide multiple observations every hour that enable identification of even short-lived fires provided they are not too small to be detected, full fire radiative energy (FRE) characterisation over the diurnal cycle, and better recognition of fires burning in cloudy areas since cloud gaps can be fully exploited (e.g. Roberts et al., 2005; Roberts and Wooster, 2008) . Using Meteosat data of Africa and Europe, the value of geostationary FRP information for fire emissions and smoke plume transport modelling has been demonstrated by Wooster et al. (2005) , Roberts et al. (2005) ; Baldassarre et al. (2015) and Roberts et al. (2015) , and for fire diurnal cycle assessment and characterisation by e.g. Roberts et al. (2009a) . However, even when using detection algorithms capable of identifying fires covering as little as 10 −4 of a pixel Wooster et al., 2015) , a limitation of geostationary active fire remote sensing has been its inability to detect the lowest FRP fires due to the typically large pixel areas involved (Roberts and Wooster, 2008; Hyer et al., 2013) . However, new generations of geostationary satellites offer increasing spatial fidelity, reducing the importance of this issue over time and offering the best opportunity to detect fires at an early stage via their high imaging frequency .
Geostationary satellites operating over Asia and Australia

MTSAT and Himawari-8
MTSAT carrying the MTSAT Imager was operated from 2008 to 2015 by the Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) over the equator at 140°East. Himawari-8 is the first of the third generation of geostationary weather satellites, launched on 7th October 2014 carrying the new AHI instrument to replace MTSATs capability. We used Himawari-8 AHI data from June 2015, the month when agricultural fire activity in eastern China typically peaks and fire activity in South Asia and Australia starts to intensify (Zhang et al., 2012; Li et al., 2016; Chand et al., 2007; Williams et al., 1998) .
Prior to Himawari-8 AHI, the MTSAT imager provided 10-bit, full disk imagery at half past every hour in five spectral bands at a spatial sampling distance of 1 km (visible channel) and 4 km (Infrared channels) at the sub-satellite point (SSP) ( Table 1) , along with a half disk (northern hemisphere) image every hour. Himawari-8 AHI significantly improves on this, providing full disk 10-bit, radiometrically and geometrically calibrated data in 16 spectral channels every 10 min, with the potential updates every minute over sub-regions (Bessho et al., 2016) . Fig. 1 shows an example AHI full disk colour composite image, along with detail over fires in northern Australia. We were not able to access MTSAT data of June 2016, so we instead used Feb. 2009 to coincide with the Australian 'Black Saturday bushfires' and the date of the FengYun-2 satellite data discussed next.
FengYun-2
FengYun-2 (FY-2) is the first generation of Chinese geostationary spin stabilized meteorological satellite (Guo et al., 2009) , and carries the five channel Stretched Visible and Infrared Spin Scan Radiometer (S-VISSR) operating at an SSP spatial sampling distance of 1.25 km for the visible band and 5 km for the thermal infrared channels (Table 1) . S-VISSR provides a single full disk, 8-bit image every hour, and Fig. 2 shows a rendition of near simultaneous FY-2 and MTSAT imagery.
FTA algorithm application to Asian geostationary satellites
To detect active fire pixels we use the geostationary Fire Thermal Anomaly (FTA) algorithm (Roberts and Wooster, 2008) and the MIR radiance FRP retrieval method (Wooster et al., 2003) , originally designed for use with Meteosat SEVIRI Roberts et al., 2005) , and now used to generate the real-time Meteosat FRP-PIXEL products within the EUMETSAT Land Surface Analysis Satellite Application Facility (LSA SAF; Wooster et al., 2015) . The active fire detection and FRP characterization process occurs over three stages: Firstly, identification of pixels having signals suggestive of actively burning fires; secondly a more detailed contextual set of multi-spectral tests used to confirm whether or not these 'potential fire pixels' do indeed contain fires; and thirdly derivation of atmospherically corrected FRP estimates and associated uncertainties for each confirmed active fire pixel. Full algorithm details are provided in Roberts and Wooster (2008) and Wooster et al. (2015) . Since AHI has a higher spatial resolution than SEVIRI, and slightly different waveband coverage, certain of the FTA algorithm thresholds required optimization use with Himawari-8. The initial thresholds were checked for suitability via visual inspection of the output and comparison to MODIS active fire detections. Thresholds were adjusted to maximize detection of true fires while minimizing false alarms, as per Roberts and Wooster (2008) and Wooster et al. (2015) . Application of the FTA algorithm to MTSAT and FY-2 proceeded similarly, and all adaptations were found relatively straightforward, as was previously the case when using the FTA with GOES-E and -W data (Xu et al., 2010) . Unlike Meteosat, neither Himawari-8, MTSAT nor FY-2 data come with a dedicated cloud mask, so we adapted the image based cloud masking procedure described in Xu et al. (2010) . Finally, the power law scaling coefficient a (mW·m −2 ·sr −1 ·(cm −1 ) −1 ·K −4 ) used in the FRP retrieval algorithm for each sensor (Eq. 1) was calculated according to Wooster et al. (2005) , and the MWIR band atmospheric transmission (τ MIR ) calculated according to Wooster et al. (2015) .
where A samp is the pixel sampling area (m 2 ), σ is Stefan-Boltzman constant (5.67E-8 Js −1 ·m −2 ·K −4 ), ε is the fire emissivity and ε MIR the spectral emissivity in the MIR (and fires are assumed to be grey bodies so that ε = ε MIR ), and L MIR is the contribution of the fire to the total MWIR band spectral radiance of the active fire pixel (mW·m −2 ·sr −1 ·(cm −1 ) −1 ).
Asian geostationary FTA algorithm evaluation
Methodology
Our performance evaluation of the resulting geostationary active fire datasets was based on comparison to MODIS Collection 5 MOD14 and MYD14 active fire products from the Terra and Aqua satellites (Giglio et al., 2003) . With a nadir spatial resolution of 1 km, MODIS is capable of detecting sub-pixel sized fires having an FRP significantly lower than the minimum detectable from geostationary imagers . We followed the intercomparison procedure recently used between MODIS and the LSA SAF Meteosat SEVIRI FRP-PIXEL product , making comparisons only when data were collected within ±6 min of one other and within a MODIS scan angle of ± 30°to limit MODIS' pixel area growth to a factor of~1.7 compared to nadir (Freeborn et al., , 2014 .
Active fire detection evaluation methodology
Following Roberts et al. (2015) , MODIS imagery and active fire data were first spatially remapped to the relevant geostationary imaging grids to deal with the varying pixel sizes (Wolf and Just, 1999) , and if two or more MODIS active fire pixels fell within one grid cell their FRP values were summed. The original MODIS imagery aided interpretation, and the remapped MODIS active fire data (termed here MODIS-R) were quantitatively compared to the geostationary data, with active fire detection errors of omission occurring when a MODIS-R grid cell containing at least one active fire pixel was matched to a location imaged within ±6 min by the geostationary sensor but which showed no actual geostationary fire detection within a 5 ×5 pixel window (Freeborn et al., 2014) . Geostationary errors of commission occurred when an actually detected geostationary active fire pixel had no matching MODIS-R active pixel within the corresponding 5 ×5 pixel window. Fig. 3 indicates the methodology applied to a single matched AHI and MODIS subscene of China. Comparison of Fig. 3d and e demonstrates that certain active fires detected in the MODIS data fail to be detected by the lower spatial resolution AHI data, but that many other fires are successfully identified in both. Overall, in this example, MODIS detects 1246 active fire pixels, equivalent to 859 MODIS-R pixels after remapping to the AHI grid. Among these 859 remapped fire pixels, 602 (~70%) had no corresponding AHI detection in the matching 5 × 5 window, an error of omission very similar to the 73% reported recently for the Meteosat SEVIRI FRP-PIXEL product that uses the same FTA detection algorithm . This is reasonable performance given that the fire affected region of Fig. 3 is quite far from the AHI subsatellite point and thus has a ground pixel area around 4× to 8× larger than MODIS, depending on MODIS scan angle. At the same time, AHI detected 162 individual active fire pixels, with 152 (~94%) having a corresponding MODIS active fire pixel, demonstrating a low (6%) false alarm/ error of commission rate. Results akin to those from this single matchup scene were accumulated across one month of data from each geostationary sensor (June 2015 for Himawari, Feb.2009 for MTSAT and FY-2).
For Himawari-8 AHI, the June 2015 full disk imagery included fires mainly located in China, Thailand, Indonesia and Australia. For the MTSAT and FY-2 evaluation, the full disk Feb. 2009 data saw fires across Wooster et al. (2013 Wooster et al. ( , 2015 . Areal coverage of actively burning fires down to sizes of 10 −3 to 10 −4 of a pixel typically increase this BT difference metric to 5-10 K or greater, which is generally sufficient to enable active fire detection to occur .
parts of Australia and Thailand. It was not possible to directly intercompare MTSAT and FY-2 active fire detection outputs on a point-by-point basis, because of the different imaging times of each systemfurther supporting use of the MODIS active fire detection data as the standard against which the geostationary sensors are assessed. The number of MOD14/MYD14 products matching within ±6 min of each Asian geostationary satellite dataset, and which of these had active fires present within them, are listed in Table 2 . Of course, since landscape burning is highly dynamic, active fire detection performances typically vary somewhat across locations, times of day and season (e.g. Roberts and Wooster, 2008; Freeborn et al., 2014) . The differences we report here between the errors of omission and commission of the three geostationary sensors are likely to be somewhat influenced by this, but our broad findings regarding the general performance are considered representative.
FRP evaluation methodology
Following the type of active fire pixel clustering procedure used in Zhukov et al. (2006) , Roberts and Wooster (2008) , Xu et al. (2010) , we first compared the FRP recorded by Himawari-8 AHI to that recorded by MODIS on a 'per fire' basis, defined as a contiguous or near-contiguous group of active fire pixels detected near-simultaneously. MODIS retrievals were made using the same Wooster et al. (2003 Wooster et al. ( , 2005 MIR radiance approach as with the geostationary datasets (Eq. 1), which is now also used to generate MODIS' Collection 6 FRP data (Giglio et al., 2016) . MODIS FRP was atmospherically corrected using the same procedure as with AHI (described in Wooster et al. (2015) ).
Whilst per-fire comparisons between geostationary and MODIS FRP retrievals have previously reported low bias (e.g. Roberts and Wooster, 2008; Xu et al., 2010; Roberts et al., 2015) , there typically remains significant regional-scale FRP underestimation because of the inability of geostationary data to detect the lowest FRP fires (e.g. Roberts and Wooster, 2008; Xu et al., 2010; Roberts et al., 2015) . To assess this, the Himawari-8 and MTSAT active fire data were subset to cover the same geographic area as each MODIS scene (within a ± 30°MODIS scan angle) and each datasets total FRP compared to assess the importance of fires missed by the geostationary sensors but detected by MODIS.
Results
FY-2 evaluation
Taking FY-2 first, MODIS-R data contemporaneous with FY-2 showed 2035 active fire grid cells, but only 9 were matched by active fire pixels detected by FY-2, indicating a near total failure by FY-2 to detect them (Table 3) . Such a high omission error rate results from a combination of the S-VISSR sensors lower spatial resolution and decreased radiometric sensitivity compared to the MTSAT imager and Himawari-8 AHI (as well as compared to MODIS), and the apparently relatively poor quality of the S-VISSR MWIR spectral band measurements (see Fig. 2 ).
FY-2 S-VISSR does have a better vantage point for observing certain Asian-Pacific areas compared to MTSAT, due to its orbital position (e.g. the region of Myanmar highlighted in green, where FY-2 has pixel spatial sampling distance of~5.4 km and MTSAT~6 km, Fig. 2 ). Nevertheless, MTSAT often appears to better identify actively burning fires than FY-2 even in such areas (e.g. compare Fig. 2b showing MTSAT with the near simultaneous FY-2 S-VISSR imagery of Fig. 2e ). However, where large fires and high ambient background temperatures lead to saturation of the MTSAT MWIR spectral band FY-2 can still show some advantage. An example is during the extreme 'Black Saturday bushfires' that burned intensely across the Australian state of Victoria on 7th February 2009 (Engel et al., 2013) . Clearly seen in FY-2 data, albeit appearing somewhat 'blurred' (Fig. 2f ), in MTSAT they appear far less clearly (circled yellow in Fig. 2c ). This results from the comparatively low 320 K saturation temperature of the MTSAT MWIR band (Channel 5; Table 1 ). Due to the high environmental temperatures seen at this time, MTSAT Channel 5 saturation is occurring over many of the background pixels as well as almost all the fire pixels, severely hampering discrimination of the latter. This is not the case with FY-2 S-VISSR, and Fig. 4 shows a comparison between the FRP timeseries from MODIS, FY-2 and MTSAT, where the latter shows a particular inability to detect these large fires during much of the day (as in Fig. 2c ). However, though FY-2 can detect the fires after~11:00 h local solar time, their FRP retrieval closest to the~14:00 h daytime MODIS overpass is only around one third of that of MODIS, again partly due to MWIR band saturation -but in the case of S-VISSR only over the fires themselves (Fig. 4) . After around 18:00 h, background brightness temperatures typically fall below 320 K in MTSAT's MWIR band, and MTSAT once again becomes preferable to use (Fig. 4) . We conclude therefore that whilst FY-2 S-VISSR does offer some limited benefit for detection of very large fires burning in high ambient temperature conditions, in general they appear to be poorly suited to the active fire application and their use was not pursued further herein. Table 3 reports results of the active fire detection evaluation for both Himawari-8 AHI and the MTSAT imager. For the AHI, 66% of MODIS-R fire pixels made within the AHI full disk had no corresponding AHI-detected active fire pixel, an omission error higher than the 53-59% found when the FTA algorithm prototype was applied to limited amounts of Meteosat SEVIRI data (Roberts and Wooster, 2008) , but lower than the 73% reported with the operational FTA algorithm . Errors of omission rates differ over time for SEVIRI, due in part to different seasons (and thus fire affected areas and locations) being included in the comparisons. Those for AHI lie in between, though since the AHI ground pixel area at same view zenith angle is smaller than that of SEVIRI, the omission error for AHI might be expected to be lower. However, the domination of small (low FRP) agricultural residue burning fires across much of Asia provides a set of targets likely to be in general more difficult to detect than the larger grassland fires dominating much of Africa (Giglio et al., 2016; Li et al., 2016) . Therefore, though the geostationary data do offer the advantage of capturing almost continuous imagery for better detection of short-lived agricultural residue fires, their typically low FRP can make them a challenge to detect if only a few are burning simultaneously in a particular AHI pixel. This is exacerbated here, because in June 2015 most of the fire-affected areas within the AHI disk are actually quite far from the sub-satellite point, resulting in increased AHI pixel areas and a higher minimum FRP detection limit compared to closer to nadir (see Fig. 10 ). Simultaneous AHI and MODIS data make it clear that AHI misses some fire pixels that MODIS can successfully detect, though Fig. 5 indicates that the AHI active fire detection omission rate decreases sharply with increasing FRP, being around 80% for MODIS-R active fire pixels of~15 MW, around 50% at~40 MW, and below 40% in excess of 80 MW. Performance beyond an FRP of 90 MW is not considered due to the limited number of high FRP MODIS-R fire pixels available. Fig. 5 also shows the number of MODIS-R fire pixels coincident with an AHI image at each FRP level (expressed as a percentage of the entire MODIS-R coincident fire pixel set), along with the proportion AHI fails to detect (expressed as a percentage of the total number of omissions). MODIS-R fire pixels having an FRP of~15 MW or less are those most commonly missed by AHI, comprising~20% of the total MODIS-R fire pixel set, and as their aforementioned 80% omission rate attests to they represent a large proportion (45%) of the MODIS-R fire pixels that AHI fails to detect. As FRPs increase, those fire pixels omitted by AHI become a smaller fraction of the overall AHI omitted pixel set. These data confirm that the majority of active fire pixels that AHI misses but MODIS detects are 'small' low FRP fires, as would be expected from the formers larger (nadir) pixel area. Of course, other effects also impact the rate of omission, such as the quality and sensitivity of the cloud masks applied to each data type (Freeborn et al., 2014) . Fig. 6 displays the spatial distribution of AHI's errors of omission compared to MODIS-R using 0.5°grid cells. Because lower FRP fires dominate those missed (Fig. 5) , the percentage of grid-cell MODIS-R fire counts that are missed by AHI (Fig. 6a ) is typically higher than the percentage of the MODIS-R grid-cell FRP that these non-detections represent ( Fig. 6b ). AHI tends to miss higher proportions of MODIS-detected active fire pixels in areas where fires are less common and/or are more dominated by smaller/lower FRP events (e.g. in June 2015 in China, Indonesia and Thailand) and lower proportions in areas like Northern Australia where individual fires are larger and often burn more intensely.
AHI and MTSAT active fire detection evaluation
In terms of active fire errors of commission, 8% of the AHI-detected active fire pixels had no matching MODIS detection, a similar commission error to the 6-8% reported using the FTA algorithm with Meteosat over Africa (Roberts and Wooster, 2008) and the 8% found with GOES across South America (Xu et al., 2010) .
In terms of MTSAT, its active fire data show higher errors of omission (86%) and commission (11%) than Himawari-8 AHI, most likely reflecting the formers larger pixel area and thus lower sensitivity to active fires, and also the impact of MTAT's MWIR band saturation problem over warmer backgrounds (as discussed in Section 3.2 and shown in Fig.  2) .
AHI and MTSAT FRP characterisation
5.2.3.1. Per-fire FRP intercomparison. Fig. 7 presents results of the per-fire AHI to MODIS FRP intercomparison, showing high correlation (r 2 = 0.98) and a slope of 0.99 for the linear-best fit. AHI shows a low bias of 3 MW compared to MODIS, a standard deviation of 156 MW (32%), MTSAT and FY-2 show very significant FRP underestimation compared to the simultaneous MODIS observations, though with FY-2 performing in this case apparently better than MTSAT due to the latter's extreme levels of MWIR band saturation during the early afternoon diurnal fire peak (see main text). X-axis shows local solar time. and 79% of the FRP retrievals have a difference b50%, with 39% b20%.
Considering that almost exactly simultaneous MODIS FRP measures of the same fire pixel indicate an FRP uncertainty of 27% (1σ) for MODIS alone (Freeborn et al., 2014) , the degree of AHI to MODIS FRP agreement seems very reasonable and comparable to that between MODIS and the LSA SAF Meteosat SEVIRI FRP product . MTSAT and MODIS matchups from Feb. 2009 are also shown on Fig.  7 . Due to relatively fewer fires being present at this time compared to June 2015, to the reduced temporal resolution of MTSAT compared to AHI, and to the aforementioned problem MTSAT has detecting fires against warm backgrounds, there were far fewer MTSAT-to-MODIS matchups than there were AHI-to-MODIS. Furthermore, MTSAT fire clusters were only used when all constituent fire pixels were unsaturated (BT MWIR b 320 K). Despite the limited number of matchups, the FRP data of MTSAT and MODIS still show a reasonable correlation (r 2 = 0.74) and slope of the linear best fit (0.89), with a bias slightly higher than AHI to MODIS (14 MW; 6%), though a smaller standard deviation (86 MW, 33%). All matchups have an FRP difference b50%, with 46% b20%. Overall MTSAT shows a strong degree of agreement with MODIS provided its data are unsaturated, but the performance in terms of active fire detection is far worse than that of AHI.
Per-area FRP intercomparison.
When AHI and MODIS simultaneously detect the same active fire, AHI provides a reliable FRP measure (Fig. 7) , but AHI does miss 66% of the MODIS-R fire pixels (Section 5.2.2) primarily those at or below the nominal AHI FRP detection limit (Fig.  5 ). Many of these undetected low FRP fires are likely to be due to agricultural residue burning, which represents a very substantial fraction of fire activity in Asia (Zhang et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2015; Li et al., 2016) , and this 'small fire' detection bias demonstrably leads to significant regional-scale FRP underestimation when using AHI (Fig. 8) as well as other geostationary sensors (e.g. Freeborn et al., 2009; Roberts et al., 2015; Wooster et al., 2015; Xu et al., 2010) . Of course, MODIS only observes an area a few times per day, whereas AHI provides almost continuous observations opportunities, and Wooster et al. (2015) show that in the case of the LSA SAF Meteosat SEVIRI active fire data, most fires missed by the geostationary observation made at the time of the MODIS overpass are detected by the geostationary data at other points during the fires lifetime. Freeborn et al. (2014) used the ratio between the total cumulative FRP (∑FRP) measured simultaneously in the same geographic region by Meteosat SEVIRI and by MODIS to quantify the impact of the (primarily low-FRP) fires not detected by the former. We found the ratio of ∑ FRP AHI to ∑ FRP MODIS as 0.54, and ∑ FRP MTSAT to ∑ FRP MODIS as 0.31, with the former higher because of AHI's lower active fire detection omission error compared to MTSAT (Section 5.2.2) and because of the MWIR band saturation problems of MTSAT that result in FRP underestimation for stronger fires (Fig. 2) . Hyer et al. (2013) already report that MTSAT data processed with the WF_ABBA active fire detection algorithm developed show a rather lower overall active fire detection efficiency, particularly around local noon due to MWIR channel saturation. Our work confirms MTSAT's tendency to miss very many fires that MODIS can detect, even if they are burning rather strongly, but we see significant improvement in this situation using AHI. percentage of grid cell total FRP as measured by the MODIS-R data that is represented by fire pixels remaining undetected by AHI. AHI sub-satellite point is indicated by the white star above Papua New Guinea/West Papua, whilst white circles indicate contours of AHI pixel area (labels are area in km 2 ). Fig. 7 . Per-fire FRP intercomparison made using FRP retrievals from the MTSAT imager, Himawari-8 AHI and MODIS. Matching MODIS and AHI data are from June 2015, and those from MTSAT and MODIS from Feb 2009. Each symbol represents data from a single active fire cluster, representing a spatially contiguous or near-continuous group of active fire pixels detected near simultaneously by both sensors. In total, 168 AHI fire clusters and 35 MTSAT fire clusters are used, with the latter particularly low in part because the much higher active fire omission error and MWIR channel saturation of that sensor (Table 3) makes it more challenging to identify suitable matchups (see main text).
FRP frequency magnitude analysis
Following the kind of analysis shown in Freeborn et al. (2011) for Meteosat SEVIRI, Fig. 9 shows the frequency of all active fire pixels of different FRPs recorded by AHI and by MODIS over the AHI full disk region in June 2015, along with those detected by both sensors almost simultaneously. The Collection 5 MOD14/MYD14 MODIS active fire products have a minimum FRP detection limit of~8-10 MW, and in most fire affected regions there are typically many more fire pixels approaching this limit than there are than higher FRP fire pixels. AHI can detect some fire pixels approaching the FRP detection limit of MODIS, but frequency of detection peaks at~30 MW. Below this, AHI fails to detect many fire pixels that MODIS can detect, due to the larger pixel areas. Above 40 MW, the frequency distributions of the near simultaneous AHI and MODIS data are very similar, confirming that the majority of AHI active fire pixel omissions are low FRP (Fig. 5) . Also demonstrated is the fact that AHI does not show an upper FRP breakpoint, such as the one exhibited by SEVIRI (Roberts and Wooster, 2008; , largely because MTSAT's 400 K MWIR band maximum measurable signal (c.f. 335 K for SEVIRI) largely prevents saturation. In data of June 2015, only 0.06% (173 pixels) of the AHI-detected active fire pixels are saturated.
Asian and Australian fire activity records
Section 5's performance assessment indicates that Himawari-8 AHI offers major advantages over FY-2 and MTSAT for geostationary active fire detection and FRP characterisation, and we now turn our attention to briefly demonstrating the utility of the AHI fire radiative power retrievals. Future work will exploit longer datasets to build upon the limited analyses presented herein.
6.1. Large scale spatial patterns Fig. 10 summarises MODIS' active fire data of June 2015 at 0.5°resolution, and compares it side-by-side to that of AHI. Substantial burning across parts of Asia is common at this time (Li et al., 2016) , with similar patterns seen from the two sensors. Grid cells showing high total FRP result from either large numbers of active fire pixels, individual fires of particularly high FRP, or persistent or re-occurring fires in the same grid over the month. Areas showing concentrations of high FRP grid cells include eastern China, resulting from numerous agricultural residue fires (Randerson et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2015; Li et al., 2016) , southeast Asia which hosts a mixture of agricultural burning, forest clearance and peatland fires (Gaveau et al., 2013) , and northern Australia that sees savannah burns (Williams et al., 1998) . Some clear differences between the AHI-and MODIS-derived FRP records can also be seen, for example in northern India where Chand et al. (2007) reported heavy burning in Uttaranchal State, and in Russia (Western from 120°E) and Kazakhstan, where MODIS typically shows increased fire signatures compared to AHIprobably related to the large view zenith angle of AHI at these higher latitudes (with AHI pixel areas N4× larger than at the SSP).
Diurnal cycles
The most unique aspect of geostationary imaging satellites is their ability to provide almost continuous observations (cloud cover permitting), and thus highly detailed temporal information on the daily cycle of fire activity (Roberts et al., 2009a (Roberts et al., , 2009b . Fig. 11 shows the hourly mean FRP recorded in June 2015 across the AHI full disk in the three main regional land cover types (based on the IGBP 1 km resolution land cover map; Loveland and Belward, 1997) . Savannah fires are generally responsible for the highest total FRP, whilst agriculture typically shows the least -apart from on 11th June 2015 when an anomalously large group of crop residue fires are observed in eastern China (Fig.  11c) , discussed further below. Fig. 11 also demonstrates that forest burning apparently showed a significant increase in the second half of June, mostly related to fires in Indonesia and Australia.
In Fig. 11 , the middle and right columns show the monthly mean and standard deviation of FRP and normalised diurnal cycle (DC), calculated using the approach of Roberts et al. (2009a Roberts et al. ( , 2009b . Smooth cycles are seen for each landcover, with a nighttime minimum, a daytime peak occurring around 13:00 h local solar time (though the mean DC of agriculture peaks slightly earlier), and generally weakening afternoon fire Fig. 8 . Comparison of total FRP measured in spatially matched regions imaged contemporaneously by Himawari-8 AHI and MODIS throughout June 2015 at a MODIS scan angle of less than ±30°. The least squares linear best-fit passing through the origin is shown (dot dash line), and AHI tends to generally underestimate total FRP primarily due to the non-detection of most fires burning below its minimum FRP detection limit. activity. Whilst savannah shows a continuously decreasing trend into the night, forest and agriculture show small local FRP peaks around 20:00-21:00 h local solar time, possibly due to timings of anthropogenic burning practices in areas where the authorities formally outlaw burning and thus some fires are purposely conducted after nightfall. Also, the standard deviation shown in the diurnal cycle (DC) plots is significantly smaller and more consistent across the day than is the standard deviation of FRP. Agriculture shows the largest variability and savannah the smallest, perhaps due to agricultural fires bring solely anthropicallydriven.
Overall, the diurnal cycles in Fig. 11 for Asia and Australia appear broadly similar to those reported by Roberts et al. (2009a Roberts et al. ( , 2009b over Africa for the same landcovers. The peaks around 13:00 h local solar time seem a little earlier than the 13:00 h (Kalimantan) to 15:00 h (Northern Australia) peaks reported by Giglio (2007) , though we have used only a single month of AHI data compared to the seven years of MODIS and TRMM VIRS data in Giglio (2007) , and have focused over the full AHI disk rather than regionally as did Giglio (2007) . As the AHI active fire data record lengthens, we will perform more nuanced analyses to determine whether the near continuous observations provided from geostationary orbit do indeed alter conclusions so-far made largely from polar orbiters. Fig. 12 provides more detail on the diurnal variation in FRP for 11th June 2015 in Henan province (North China Plain), which Fig. 11c shows demonstrates an unusually large FRP peak. AHI and MODIS both indicate its existence, but the former shows much more temporal detail and captures the FRP maximum just before 14:00 h local solar time, whereas the sparser MODIS record provides an artificial peak time of at 11:10 h (as shown in Fig. 3a , where multiple fires are clearly seen) due to the early afternoon Aqua MODIS overpass recording the area at a very large view zenith angle and thus coarse pixel area (6.4 km 2 ; larger than the AHI pixels) whilst resulted in many fire pixels remaining undetected by MODIS. MODIS' difficulties in detecting fires at larger view angles are detailed in e.g. Freeborn et al. (2011) . Clearly, when using polar obiter data alone (e.g. Vermote et al., 2009 ) care must be taken not to allow far-off nadir observations to introduced unwanted impacts (as identified by Freeborn et al., 2011) , not only regarding FRP magnitude but also the timing of diurnal peaks. This clearly demonstrates the value of geostationary observations, and also very likely additional benefits can be gained by combining them with polar orbiting data to better understand the fire diurnal cycle (e.g. Freeborn et al., 2009; Freeborn et al., 2011; Roberts et al., 2011; Andela et al., 2015) . Such diurnal cycle information remains important when linking fire emissions estimates to atmospheric transport models (e.g. Wang et al., 2006) and in converting 'snapshot' FRP measures from sensors such as MODIS into estimates of temporally integrated FRE (e.g. Vermote et al., 2009; Andela et al., 2015) .
Summary and conclusions
We have developed algorithms for active fire detection and fire radiative power (FRP) retrieval across Asia and Australia, based on data Fig. 11 . Active fire information derived across the Himawari-8 AHI full disk in June 2015 for the three key IGBP land cover types; (a) Savannah, (b) Forest, and (c) Agriculture. Shown are (left column) hourly mean FRP, (middle) monthly mean (±1σ) of FRP, and (right) normalised diurnal cycle. Local solar time is shown rather than UTC. Fires typically peak in the early afternoon, and activity is generally low at night. Fig. 12 . Diurnal cycle of agricultural residue burning fires in Eastern China on 11th June 2015, whose signatures were recorded by Himawari-8 AHI and MODIS. Note this study area is the same as the map inserted on the top left of the Fig. 3 as indicated by the red rectangle. from the FY-2 S-VISSR, MTSAT imager and Himawari-8 AHI, the geostationary Fire Thermal Anomaly (FTA) active fire detection algorithm of Roberts and Wooster (2008) and Wooster et al. (2015) , the cloud masking procedures of Xu et al. (2010) , and the MIR radiance method of FRP retrieval (Wooster et al., 2003 (Wooster et al., , 2013 . For the first time we have intercompared active fire data generated from each of these geostationary data sources, and compared each to simultaneous active fire data from MODIS. FY-2 misses almost all active fires, mainly due to poor MWIR channel image quality and a low spatial resolution (5 km at the SSP). MTSAT (SSP spatial resolution of 4 km) shows a reasonable ability to detect active fires and retrieve their FRP, as long as ambient background temperatures are low enough and the fire not too large so that MWIR channel saturation is avoided. Himawari-8 offers much better capability than the other two sensors, with an~8% active fire detection error of commission and~66% of error of omission compared to MODIS, a performance similar to the FTA algorithm applied to data from Meteosat SEVIRI and the GOES imager (Roberts and Wooster, 2008; Roberts et al., 2015; Xu et al., 2010) . When AHI and MODIS detect the same fire at the same time we see a very low 3 MW bias between their FRP retrievals, though regionally AHI underestimates FRP by around 50% compared to the simultaneous MODIS view because it cannot easily detect the (rather common) fires whose FRP lies below 40 MW. We have used AHI to provide the first genuine diurnal cycle derivation for Asian and Australian fires available from a geostationary satellite. Diurnal patterns are similar to those of the same landcovers found in Africa (e.g. Roberts et al., 2009a Roberts et al., , 2009b , with early afternoon peaks fairly comparable but not identical to those reported by Giglio (2007) using data from polar orbiters (MODIS and TRMM). Despite limitations imposed by their relatively coarse spatial resolution, the high temporal resolution offered by geostationary satellites is a key advantage for active fire applications, and highly valuable when driving smoke emissions estimates for use in atmospheric transport models (Reid et al., 2009; Baldassarre et al., 2015; Roberts et al., 2015) . We find that the Himawari AHI system offers major advantages over the prior geostationary systems operating over Asia, and we expect that the scheme detailed herein will enable real-time processing of AHI data to join that of GOES (Xu et al., 2010) and Meteosat SEVIRI and becoming an important component of a consistent global geostationary FRP characterisation system. Furthermore, since the Advanced Baseline Imager (ABI) sensor onboard the forthcoming GOES-R spacecraft is extremely similar to AHI (Schmit et al., 2005) , the optimised FTA algorithm evaluated here should be easily applicable to the GOES-R mission.
